
First vs Second Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

If you ________________, I beg you will undeceive yourself.1. (do)

But if you ________________ that this drop of nectar will suffice, you are
mistaken.
2.

(imagine)

It would be strange indeed if it ________________ otherwise.3. (be)

It would be a great pity if he ________________.4. (not/be)

We would ask them if they ________________ any soft bread.5. (want)

But if he ________________ a care, he will leave his mark on more
enduring things than palace walls.
6.

(have)

But first, let me tell you, that, if you really ________________ to promote
my happiness, you will endeavour to give me as much as you can of yourself.
7.

(wish)

And then I was just sure you'd be the last person in the world, if you
________________, to stand in young people's way!
8.

(know)

He likes you to leave it all to him, and if you ________________
particularly that you hope he will see his way to making it a boy this time, he is
almost sure to send another girl.

9.

(mention)

If we ________________ to hide ourselves in that, no one could find us.10.
(be)

And if you ________________ a footfall past, I'll break your back.11. (let)

And, for my part, if I ________________ Sir Joseph with a purse of gold
in his hand, I'll dispose of mine to the best advantage.
12.

(meet)

I hope you will tell me if she ________________ here.13. (be)

No one will deny or dispute the power of the Almighty to make such a
communication if he ________________.
14.

(please)
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But if we ________________ at the distinct abilities of the two houses,
the difference will appear so great, as to show the inconsistency of placing
power where there can be no certainty of the judgment to use it.

15.

(look)

As for the immediate future, I feel that the ever-increasing longing for
better days and the rank which is my due will kill me if I ________________ it
speedily.

16.

(not/satisfy)

Now if you ________________ me it would be a different matter.17.
(not/love)

If you only ________________ him, you would think him the most
wonderful person in the world.
18.

(see)

I couldn't be sore with you if I ________________.19. (try)

Nothing but death can bring repose to this restless spirit, and if he
________________ the quiet for which he longs, what tasks he will set
himself!

20.

(find)
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